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Overall Objective:  
Design and test a means for two way communication between two different devices through              
ethernet. The first device will be a PC running Windows 10. The second will be a I/O controller                  
device. It could be some type of microcontroller like an Arduino or it could be some type of small                   
computer like a Raspberry Pi. The actual architecture is not yet decided. The intention is to use                 
the second device as a control board that can communicate with the PC. When polled, the                
control board will send the status of its I/O to the PC, and the PC can display statuses or                   
messages on the control board in the form of illuminating LED lights, and/or a simple display.                
After communication between the two devices is achieved, the focus of the project will shift to                
actual creation of the control board itself and incorporating it into the automation software that               
was worked on in previous semesters. 

 
Basic Requirements:  
Using the sample images provided as references create two sample programs, one on the PC               
in Visual Studios (C#) and one on the second device. It would be beneficial to find a language                  
that can work on both the Raspberry Pi and the Arduino if possible. 
The program on the PC needs to display when a button was pushed in the program on the                  
second device. The program on the PC will poll the second device and the second device                
should respond with the state of its I/O. Afterwards, the PC will send an acknowledgement to                
the second device. If this acknowledgement is not received, then the button will still register as                
pressed on the next poll until it receives an acknowledgement. To simulate this, put buttons in                
the program on the PC that can be clicked after a I/O change was detected that sends an                  
acknowledgement to the control board. The general layout of how the devices should             
communicate is shown in the attached diagram. 
Note that these programs should not focus on design, but purely on functionality. 
 
Develop a protocol on top of TCP/IP that can be used to communicate between the two devices: 

- Communication between the two devices should occur at a reasonable rate. Not too fast 
as to overload the computer or the I/O device, but not too slow as to cause delay. 

- The datagram itself should be formatted in a way that it can be composed and 
decomposed quickly. 
 

Some space must be reserved for extra data such as: 
- The protocol version. 
- The firmware version of the control board device. 
- The serial number of the control board device. 
- The sequence number / CRC (mentioned below). 

 
Safety checks to include in the protocol: 

- Must include some type of sequence numbering to check for packet loss and dispose of 
late packets. 



 

- Must include some type of checksum to make sure that the data is correct (CRC-32). 
- Could include a duplicate datagram to help ensure data integrity. 

 
Some other things to consider: 

- How and when are sequence numbers incremented. 
- How would you detect a loss in communication (i.e. the device was disconnected). 
- How quickly should packets be sent to maintain seamless communication. 
- What can be considered as acceptable packet loss. 
- How would communication between the two devices be first established. 

 
Stretch Goals:  
Create the control board software that utilizes physical hardware 

- Design and implement a program to interact with the physical I/O and protocol by 
extending the program created in the Raspberry Pi. 

- Connect buttons, switches, and/or a display to a Raspberry Pi using the GPIO pins. 
- Show that the program on the PC can detect the input from the Raspberry Pi and the 

Raspberry Pi can show outputs from the PC. 
 
Incorporate the sample program on the PC with the current automation software being 
developed  

- Show that it can detect input from the I/O controller program. 
- Show that the I/O controller program can show output from the automation software. 
- Use the control board software to execute, pause and stop cues. 
- Use the control board software to jog a motor. 

 
  



 

Program on the PC to show communication 
 
 

 
Program on the Raspberry Pi to show communication 

 
There are 8 buttons on the side of the Raspberry Pi. When one of these is pressed, a                  
corresponding LED should “light” up on the side of the PC. This shows that the PC got the                  
message of the button being pressed. To simulate the PC acknowledging the button press, one               
must click on the button under the LED. After this button is clicked and the program on the                  
Raspberry PI acknowledges the response, only then will the LED will turn off. 
On the bottom left of the PC program sample is a text box. Messages typed in here should be                   
sent to the Raspberry Pi and show up in its textbox. On the right side is a box that should                    
display the current value of the slider on the Raspberry Pi. 


